is ruled in two ways over K, must Lx and Li be if-isomorphic?
Let L be a finitely generated extension of a field iv". L is said to be ruled over K if there exists an intermediate field Lx and an element Xx transcendental over Lx such that L = Lx(xx)-The Zariski problem [6] asks: If L = Lx(xx) -L2(x2) is ruled in two ways over K, must Lx and Li be if-isomorphic?
The answers to some special cases of the 1-dimensional problem were announced in [6] and here we provide a complete affirmative answer for the 1-dimensional case. Henceforth, we assume the transcendence degree of L over ii is 2. If L\ is an intermediate field of L/K of transcendence degree 1 over K, the genus of Lx/K is by definition the genus of Lx over the algebraic closure of K in Lx.
The proof of the one dimensional case is achieved by examining the possibilities for L to be ruled over two distinct subfields Lx and L2. If Lx nL? = K, then Lx and L2 must be of genus 0. This leads to the result that if L = Li(xx) D Lx D K with Xx transcendental over Lx and the genus of Lx/K is positive, then Lx must be invariant under all automorphisms of L/K. This result is then used to establish sufficient conditions for a subfield of a ruled field to be ruled (K not necessarily algebraically closed). Recall, L is regular over K means L is separable over K, and K is algebraically closed in L. Thus L* = K, i.e., L is separable over K. Thus each L¿ is separable, hence regular, over K. Since Lx C\L2 = K, we have Lx (/. L2; and therefore some element of Lx is transcendental over L2. Since the transcendence degree of Lx/K is 1, a transcendence basis for Lx/K remains independent over L2, i.e., Lx and L2 are free over K. By [5 Q.E.D.
It should be noted that if L\ is a nonrational genus 0 function field over if (char iv" ^ 2) and L2 is a if-isomorphic copy of Lx, then L2Li, the free join of Lx and L2, will be ruled over both Lx and L2 [1, p. 41]. [2] shows F is not pure transcendental over C(p). However, if F were ruled, then F would be pure transcendental by the generalized Luroth theorem [6] . However, we can use the results of this paper to get an affirmative answer in some cases. 
